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ABSTRACT

Event Extraction bridges the gap between text and event sig-

nals. Based on the assumption of trigger-argument depen-

dency, existing approaches have achieved state-of-the-art per-

formance with expert-designed templates or complicated de-

coding constraints. In this paper, for the first time we in-

troduce the prompt-based learning strategy to the domain of

Event Extraction, which empowers the automatic exploita-

tion of label semantics on both input and output sides. To

validate the effectiveness of the proposed generative method,

we conduct extensive experiments with 11 diverse baselines.

Empirical results show that, in terms of F1 score on Argu-

ment Extraction, our simple architecture is stronger than any

other generative counterpart and even competitive with algo-

rithms that require template engineering. Regarding the mea-

sure of recall, it sets new overall records for both Argument

and Trigger Extractions. We hereby recommend this frame-

work to the community, with the code publicly available at

https://github.com/RingBDStack/GDAP.

Index Terms— Event Extraction, Argument Extraction,

Prompt-based Learning, Constrained Sequence Generation

1. INTRODUCTION

Event Extraction, which aims to extract structured event sig-

nals from plain text, is a crucial but challenging Information

Extraction task [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. In the literature, an event is typ-

ically defined by a schema, which includes the event type and

a set of corresponding roles. Generally speaking, to fill in this

schema, an Event Extraction system needs to find triggers that

suggest an event, and ultimately, to locate the arguments that

play different roles. Fig. 1 illustrates a real-world example

with two events. For the event ‘CONVICT’ which can be trig-

gered by ‘convicted’, we need to extract arguments ‘Toefting’

and ‘Copenhagen’ for roles ‘defendant’ and ‘place’. As

for another event ‘ATTACK’ where ‘assaulting’ serves as a

trigger, its linked arguments ‘Toefting’, ‘Copenhagen’, and

* indicates equal contribution. � indicates the corresponding author.
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Fig. 1. Upper: A sentence with annotated event records.

Lower: The taxonomy of Event Extraction algorithms. We

highlight TANL and Text2Event here, as they are most rele-

vant to the proposed method.

‘restaurant workers’ should be picked for roles ‘attacker’,

‘place’, and ‘target/victim’, respectively.

Early studies formulate Event Extraction as a token-level

classification problem, i.e., to directly locate the triggers and

arguments in the text and identify their categories. Many

of these works simply adopt sequence labelling techniques

based on Neural Networks [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. However, such

methods only capture the internal pattern of input sequences

without utilising the knowledge of label semantics. There-

fore, another research strand, namely QA-based approaches,

emerges [12, 13, 14]. With prepared templates, they first

augment the training corpus by generating questions that are

respectively targeting event types, triggers, and arguments.

Next, the models learn to locate spans in the original sen-

tences as answers, thus explicitly introducing the label knowl-

edge. Nevertheless, the performance of these methods heavily

depends on the quality of question templates, while designing

them requires high-level expertise and massive human labour.

Very recently, instead of following the classification

paradigm, a new wave of algorithms frame Event Extraction
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Fig. 2. Architecture overview. ETD, TrgE, and ArgE are the abbreviation of Event Type Detection, Trigger Extraction, and

Argument Extraction, respectively. For output examples of TrgE and ArgE, please see the lower right corner of Fig. 1.

as a generation task. TANL [15], which is a pipeline powered

by the pre-trained T5 [16], learns to sequentially ‘translate’

plain text input into sequences where event triggers and

arguments are marked, respectively. Another T5-based

generative model, namely Text2Event [17], instead attempts

an end-to-end manner where the output has a complicated

tree-based structure. Thanks to the success of large-scale

pre-trained language models, such generative approaches

can reduce the manual engineering for the templates to the

minimum, hence superior to the aforementioned QA-based

methods. Nevertheless, they still exhibit bottlenecks that

limit real-world applications. (1) They focus on incorporating

the label semantics (as constraints) during decoding but fail

to fully exploit such signals (e.g., event types and triggers)

on the encoding side. (2) Akin to their classification-based

counterparts, generative models assume dependency between

Trigger and Argument Extractions, thus implementing

these two modules either serially or jointly. However, this

long-standing hypothesis is challenged by our observations,

e.g., in a simple input sentence ‘We put the Shah of Iran in

power’, the trigger ‘put’ is hardly beneficial to extracting

arguments ‘Shah’ and ‘Iran’ either grammar or semantically.

Worse still, recent findings show reveal the existence of

overlapped triggers and arguments [18], which even leads to

precision drop. (3) For TANL, a considerable percentage of

the generated tokens are task-irrelevant; for Text2Event, the

output structure can be too complex to scale.

To alleviate the above issues, in this paper, we propose

a novel framework that generates disentangled arguments

with prompts (GDAP). As its name suggests, GDAP

achieves three remarkable algorithmic improvements. (1) To

effectively inject knowledge via various label semantics

when encoding the input, for the first time we introduce

prompt-based learning to the domain of Event Extraction.

(2) Unlike all existing methods, GDAP disentangles the

extraction of triggers and arguments, substantially enhancing

the computational parallelism and naturally tackling the issue

of overlapping. (3) With both the architecture and the output

format hugely simplified, GDAP is easy to be implemented

and extended. To empirically verify the effectiveness of these

advancements, we conduct extensive experiments on the

standard ACE 2005 benchmark [2], where 11 strong baselines

(both classification-based and generative) are involved. In the

Argument Extraction task, GDAP yields the best F1 score

among all generative methods, which is even competitive

with state-of-the-art baselines that rely on hand-designed

templates. Moreover, GDAP scores the overall highest

recall in both Argument and Trigger Extractions, indicating

promising applications in commercial scenarios.

2. METHOD

As shown in Fig. 2, GDAP possesses three functional mod-

ules, namely Event Type Detection, Trigger Extraction, and

Argument Extraction. In practice, the high diversity of event

types in the schema will lead to a large range of potential trig-

ger and argument selections, making a comprehensive traver-

sal too expensive to afford. Thereupon, all input sentences

will first pass through the Event Type Detection module to re-

duce computational overhead. Based on the predicted event

types, GDAP will then process Trigger and Argument Ex-

tractions independently and simultaneously. As discussed in

§ 1, this is the first attempt of applying such a disentangled

design on Event Extraction, to our knowledge. For simplic-

ity, all these three modules hold a similar architecture while

being independently trained without parameter sharing, i.e.,

an encoder-decoder network based on a pre-trained language

model. Please refer to details in the subsequent paragraphs.

Event Type Detection. This module learns to encode a raw

sentence and decode its x event types using the Parenthesis

Representation [19] as

((ET1)(ET2)⋯(ETi)⋯(ETx)),

where ETi denotes the i-th event type and is enclosed by

special symbols ‘(’ and ‘)’, e.g., the golden output for the



sentence in Fig. 1 is ‘((CONVICT)(ATTACK))’. Due to the

constraints of this special output format, the conventional de-

coding algorithms for text generation (e.g., greedy search and

beam search), which step-wisely select the token purely based

on prediction probability, cannot warrant structural validity

here. Inspired by Text2Event, we design a finite-state ma-

chine whose states of token production (whether to decode

‘(’, ‘)’, or a event type) is determined by the counts of al-

ready generated ‘(’ and ‘)’. Besides, when decoding event

types, the subword vocabulary may form tokens that are not

within the candidate pool, e.g., ‘TCONTTVIC’ is a false gen-

eration using subwords ‘CON’, ‘VIC’, and ‘T’. Therefore, we

turn to the tire-based constraint decoding algorithm [20, 21],

which guarantees the token validness by ensuring the search

is only performed within a pre-built subword tree.

Trigger Extraction. We introduce the recipe of prompt-

based learning to this module. The input is composed of a

sentence Sent, one already detected event type ETi, and

a special separating token (denoted as Tsep; in practice we

implement it as ‘</s>’, see § 3.1), as

ETi Tsep Sent.

While previous methods either fail to integrate label seman-

tics during decoding or can only import such information

through templates designed by experts, we find that the

very simple prompt can effectively instruct GDAP to extract

triggers relevant to the semantics of the event type label, in

a fully data-driven fashion. Concretely speaking, if Sent

contains y triggers corresponding to ETi, the expected

output is

((Trg1)(Trg2)⋯(Trgy)),

where Trg1 to Trgy all come from the vocabulary of Sent.

As the format here is similar to that of the Event Type

Detection module, at the decoding stage we adopt the same

mechanism, i.e., the aforementioned finite-state machine and

the tire-based constraint decoding algorithm.

Argument Extraction. Like the Trigger Extraction module,

our Argument Extraction module also attends to the compo-

sition of a prompt and the input sentence:

ETi Tsep RTij Tsep Sent,

where RTij is the j-th role type relevant to ETi and can be

decided by querying the established event schemes, e.g., role

types of event ‘CONVICT’ are ‘defendant’ and ‘place’

(see § 1). As for the decoder side, if z arguments are obtained,

the Argument Extraction module outputs a sequence with for-

mat similar to that of the Trigger Extraction module, as

((Arg1)(Arg2)⋯(Argz)),

where Arg1 to Argz are also from the vocabulary of Sent.

We argue that apart from the enhanced encoder that can

absorb valuable label semantics, the decoder of GDAP also

achieves outstanding advancements beyond existing genera-

tive Event Extraction algorithms. On the one hand, although

a large partition of words in Sent are irrelevant to Event Ex-

traction, they are still included by TANL. In contrast, the out-

put of GDAP only contains the extracted targets (triggers or

arguments) without redundancy, which significantly improves

data efficiency. On the other hand, while the tree-based de-

coding format of Text2Event is very complex and thus hard

to scale, the generating format of GDAP is a simple list-style

sequence and can therefore be easily extended to other tasks.

We leave exploring this direction as an important future work.

Negative Sampling. When training the modules for Trigger

and Argument Extractions, we introduce a simple yet effec-

tive negative sampling mechanism that makes our model more

fault-tolerant. To be exact, for each Sent, we randomly se-

lect N event types that have not appeared. The model should

learn not to extract triggers or arguments when such negative

samples appear in the prompt; instead, it should only gener-

ate an empty sequence, i.e., ‘(())’. It is worth noting that

while increasing N contributes to the extraction robustness, it

can lead to a significant training time boost as the number of

training samples grows by approximately N + 1 times.

3. EXPERIMENTS

3.1. Setup

Dataset. The English partition in the ACE 2005 bench-

mark [2] is the de facto standard of Event Extraction tests.

It has 599 documents annotated by 33 different event types.

We adopt the popular splits released by [22], where there

are respectively 17172, 923, and 832 sentences for training,

validating, and testing. We also perform the preprocessing

steps using the script of [22].

Baselines. To evaluate the Event Extraction efficacy of

GDAP, we consider 11 strong baselines from a wide

range, including (1) methods based on sequence labelling:

LSTM-based dbRNN [8], RNN/GCN-based JMEE [9],

BiGRU-based Joint3EE [23], BERT-based DYGIE++ [22],

ELMo-based GAIL [24]; (2) QA-based methods: element-

centred BERT QA [13], multi-turn MQAEE [14], style-

transfer-inspired RCEE ER [12]; (3) generative methods:

TANL [15] and Text2Event [17] (recall § 1 for detailed

introductions). For fair comparisons, all baselines (including

JMEE and RCEE ER) and our method do not utilise golden

entities as they are unlikely to be available in real-world

settings.

Configurations of GDAP. Parallel to the generative base-

lines (TANL and Text2Event), GDAP adopts the pre-trained

T5 as the backbone for each module, with both base (T5-B)

and large (T5-L) versions tested. To align with the original

implementation of T5, we choose ‘</s>’ as the separating

token Tsep. We leverage golden event type labels when

composing prompts during training. Throughout all exper-

iments, for cost-performance tradeoff, we set N in negative

sampling at 4 and 2 for Trigger and Argument Extractions,

respectively. Identical to Text2Event, we fix the random

seed at 421. The learning rate is set at 5e-5. We utilise label

smoothing [25] and AdamW [26], and try the number of



Table 1. Results of Event Extraction tests. Baseline perfor-

mance is adapted from the original publications (NB: TANL

has not attempted T5-L). Bold and underlined numbers are

the best results for all and generative models, respectively.
Trigger Argument ☆

(%) P R F1 P R F1

Classification-based

dbRNN - - 69.6 - - 50.1

JMEE - - - - - 50.4

Joint3EE - - 69.8 52.1 52.1 52.1

DYGIE++ - - 69.7 - - 48.8

GAIL 74.8 69.4 72.0 61.6 45.7 52.4

BERT QA 71.1 73.7 72.4 56.8 50.2 53.3

MQAEE - - 71.7 - - 53.4

RCEE ER - - - - - 58.7

Generative

TANL (T5-B) - - 68.4 - - 47.6

Text2Event (T5-B) 67.5 71.2 69.2 46.7 53.4 49.8

Text2Event (T5-L) 69.6 74.4 71.9 52.5 55.2 53.8

GDAP (T5-B) 66.1 75.3 70.4 47.3 59.1 52.6

GDAP (T5-L) 65.6 74.7 69.9 48.0 61.6 54.0

epochs within {20, 25, 30} to optimise validating scores.

Metrics. Following past studies [6, 9], we report the preci-

sion (P), recall (R), and F1 score (F1) of Trigger and Argu-

ment Extractions. Note that the output is marked as correct

only when both text spans and predicted labels match with

the ground-truth reference. In most industrial scenarios, ar-

guments are the end product of an event extraction system,

hence we attach greater importance to Argument Extraction

than Trigger Extraction in this paper.

3.2. Result and Analysis

The main results of our experiments are listed in Tab. 1. As

mentioned in § 3.1, we first focus on the Argument Extraction

tests, where the F1 score measures the overall performance of

precision and recall. In this dimension, GDAP (T5-L) hits the

highest among all generative methods. Its T5-B variant, al-

though yields a slightly lower result, still outperforms TANL

and Text2Event when they adopt pre-trained language models

at the same scale. When we expand the scope to baselines of

all kinds, GDAP (T5-L) ranks 2
nd

among the 13 approaches

benchmarked. Despite it downperforms the state-of-the-art

RCEE ER, we argue that while the latter is a QA-based algo-

rithm that needs templates carefully designed by experts for

strong a priori, GDAP is fully data-driven and maximally re-

duces human labour, which is, by all means, more accessible.

To understand the model behaviours in better detail, we

additionally report the precision and recall, both of which are

missing in many baseline studies. We observe that GDAP

(both the T5-B and T5-L versions) achieves record-breaking

recall in Argument Extraction. To be concrete, GDAP (T5-

L) exceeds the previous state-of-the-art method, Text2Event

Table 2. Results of ablation studies on Argument Extraction.

For reference, we duplicate the scores of GDAP in the base

setup (see Tab. 1), which are highlighted in colour.
(%) P R F1

GDAP (T5-B) 47.3 59.1 52.6

GDAP (T5-L) 48.0 61.6 54.0

+ Golden event types

RCEE ER 69.6 68.4 69.0

GDAP (T5-B) 68.6 69.8 69.2

GDAP (T5-L) 69.0 74.2 71.5

- Test samples w/o events

GDAP (T5-B) 57.0 59.1 58.1

GDAP (T5-L) 58.9 61.6 59.7

- Negative sampling

GDAP (T5-B) 45.2 56.1 50.1

GDAP (T5-L) 45.4 62.5 52.6

(which is also a generative model based on T5-L), by a huge

margin of 6.4%. This gain is particularly valuable for com-

mercial applications that are intolerant towards signal omis-

sions. On the other side of the coin, we find that the precision

of GDAP is relatively weak, though it is still higher than base-

lines such as Text2Event (T5-B). One possible cause is that,

errors via if incorrectly detected event types may propagate to

the downstream extraction modules (see § 2). We aim to dive

deeper into this phenomenon in the upcoming research.

Although the Trigger Extraction results are less important

in practice, we still investigate them for further insights. In

terms of F1 score, we show that whilst GDAP does not stand

out, it still yields performance that is on par with or even bet-

ter than more complex baselines. As for the results of recall

and precision, GDAP (both with T5-B and T5-L) again shoots

the best recall among all tests approaches but fails to obtain

high precision. One interesting finding is, the T5-B version of

GDAP, whose scale is smaller, performs better than its T5-L

counterpart in all metrics of Trigger Extraction. We will try

to uncover the reasons in the future.

We additionally conduct three ablation studies on Argu-

ment Extraction, with results exhibited in Tab. 2. To begin

with, we provide golden event type annotations to RCEE ER

and GDAP as external signals during inference. It is not sur-

prising that the performance of tested models rises in all as-

pects. However, we note that contrary to the F1 score com-

parison in Tab. 1, both the T5-B and T5-L versions of GDAP

now outperform RCEE ER. This justifies our aforesaid as-

sumption that the state-of-the-art RCEE ER does benefit a lot

from manually introduced a priori, whereas GDAP may be

less precise due to errors in Event Type Detection.

To further demonstrate how event type errors affect

model performance, from the test set we remove sentences

that are not linked to any event. This adjustment lowers the

chance of GDAP being misled to predict wrong event types.

As expected, the precision of GDAP instantly jumps by



around 10%. Lastly, we downgrade our proposed framework

by omitting the negative sampling step. Although the overall

impact on recall is not substantial, we see a precision drop

for both T5-B and T5-L variants, which highlights the

usefulness of our negative sampling technique. Note that

removing prompts does not pose a feasible ablation setup, as

the model can no longer decide whether to extract triggers or

arguments.

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we propose a novel GDAP model that attempts

prompt-based learning in the Event Extraction domain for the

first time. This simple method also innovatively decouples the

generation of triggers and arguments, which solves the issue

of target overlapping and is proved to be effective in compre-

hensive experiments with 11 diverse baselines. In the future,

we will continue investigating our empirical observations dis-

cussed in § 3.2. Moreover, we plan to explore model weight

sharing across different modules, improve the performance

(especially the precision) of the GDAP framework, and trans-

fer it to more applications.
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A. NOTATION DETAILS

• x: Number of event types in the input sentence.

• y: Number of triggers corresponding to the given event

type.

• z: Number of obtained arguments for each type of role

corresponding to the given type of event. As described

in the “Argument Extraction” paragraph, we query the

model for these arguments using prompts which starts

with the concatenation of the event type, and the role

type.

See Fig. B for the real-world example.

B. SUPPLEMENTARY FOR DECODING SIDE

In the paper, we have addressed that the decoding constraints

influence the token production stage and the tire-based con-

straint decoding algorithm is applied. That is to say, the con-

straints will directly limit the vocabulary of the decoder dur-

ing each step, as illustrated in the Fig. B. This interaction

mechanism, which is illustrated in Fig. B, is not within the

novelties we aim to celebrate most.

Sent：As the soldiers approached , the man detonated explosives 
in the car killing all four of the soldiers.

• Event Type (ET): Attack, Die.

• Role Type (RT): search from Event Schema.

The ET num is x.

• Trigger Extraction: ET+Sent

Input: Attack </s> As the soldiers approached , the man 

detonated explosives in the car killing all four of the soldiers. 

Output: ((detonated)) The trigger num is y.

• Argument Extraction:  ET+RT+Sent 

Input: Attack </s> Instrument </s> As the soldiers 

approached , the man detonated explosives in the car killing 

all four of the soldiers.  

Output: ((explosives)(car)) The argument num is z.

Arguments

Triggers

Attack

·  Attacker
· Instrument
· Place

… … 

Event 
Schema

Die

·  Agent
· Person
· Place

… … 

Attack

·  Attacker
· Instrument
· Place

… … 

Event 
Schema

Die

·  Agent
· Person
· Place

… … 

Fig. B. Real-world example: x = 2, y = 1, z = 2.
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Fig. B. The interactions between “Decoder” and “Decoding

Constraints” in Fig. 2.
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